
CAMP STAFF PACKING LIST

General Guidelines

Each staff member will be provided with a twin-sized
bed/mattress and a limited amount of storage space. You may
want to bring a footlocker/crate/tub if you think you may need
more storage space (and you probably will). Space in staff

quarters is tight so be courteous of your roommates.

Two weeks' worth of clothes is recommended. A washer, and
dryer setup is located in the shower house area and laundry
can easily be done as necessary throughout the week and on

weekends.

The camp will provide you with two EBSR polo shirts. Certain
shirts are required to be worn on certain days of the week.

Labeling things with your name is a VERY good idea. Camp is
not responsible for Lost/Stolen/Damaged personal items. If
you forget anything, Wisconsin Dells has a Walmart where

you can purchase what you need on nights off or on
weekends.



Uniform Clothing

❖ Scout Uniform Shirt - (Tan or Green Shirt) - VERY
IMPORTANT! You may want more than one, but most
can get by with one. Bring a Hanger with you so that
you can hang your shirt(s) up.

❖ Other Scout T-Shirts - Troop Shirts, Council Shirts, Etc.
Any shirts that are scout-themed and scout appropriate.

❖ Scout Shorts/Pants- Two to three pairs are best to
bring! Shorts are recommended as it can get pretty
warm out. Dupes that are the same shade as Scout's
BSA shorts/pants and have a similar design are also
allowed.

❖ Scouts BSA Belts and Scouting Belts - (EX: Philmont
Belts) are allowed to be worn with uniforms and are
helpful to have!

❖ Scout Socks - You can never have enough socks at
summer camp! Five pairs of any length are the
recommended minimum. Socks that are also plain
white/black are also allowed to be worn with the
uniform.

❖ OA Sash (Optional) - For Order of the Arrow Sash Day.
It's okay if you are not in the OA! That is why it is an
optional item to bring.



❖ Scout Hat (Optional) - Any Scouting-themed hats. The
camp will also provide you with a staff hat for the
summer.

❖ Neckerchiefs and Merit Badge Sashes are neither required nor
recommended

Non-Uniform Clothing

❖ Rain Gear - A rain Jacket, Mud boots, etc. are helpful to
have for when it rains.

❖ Underwear- A must-have!

❖ Athletic shorts/Sleepwear if you want.

❖ Scout Appropriate Bathing Suit - For Swim Checks and
nights off if you feel like going for a swim.

❖ Pair of Jeans or Two - Always good to have for nights
when it is colder or the occasional chilly day.

❖ Civilian clothing - Shorts, Pants, Socks, Shirts, ETC that
do not have any scouting labels/logos present for
nights off as well as weekends for off-camp adventures!

❖ EXTRA SOCKS - A must-have, see above in uniform for
sock guidelines.



Miscellaneous Items-Not Required, Good to have

❖ Bug Spray/Sunscreen - Important and helpful

❖ A Fan - For your living space to keep it cool.

❖ Snacks- Please do not bring any items
containing Nuts/Peanuts due to allergies among
staff as well as items that require refrigeration as
you will not have access to one during the
summer. HIGHLY RECOMMEND bringing a small
storage container for any snacks you bring and
plan on keeping in your cabin.

❖ Backpack(s)/Bag(s) - Something to carry around
any items you may need throughout the summer.

❖ Hiking Boots/Tennis shoes - It is recommended
to bring two pairs for the days that your one pair
may get a little damp.

❖ Travel size Hammock (Optional) - For nights
off/weekends when you just want to sit and chill
outside.



❖ Magic Cards/Appropriate Games (Optional) -
Magic The Gathering is a very popular game
among staff and scouts at summer camp. If you
do not have any don’t worry about it, someone
always has an extra deck that they are willing
allow you to use and also show you how to play if
you do not know how to! Any fun-appropriate
games you are also allowed to bring to camp.
(Please note that we also have a decent
collection of games ourselves)

❖ Laundry Detergent/Dryer Sheets (Optional)-We
do provide Laundry Soap in the Washer/Dryer
area, however, if you have sensitivities to certain
brands, it is best to bring your own.

❖ Swim Towel and Goggles (Optional) - If you
would like to go swimming this summer you
should definitely bring a towel for the beach and
goggles if you prefer.



Personal Items

❖ Any prescription medications taken as needed or
daily- Please note if you are under the age of 18 and
the medications are not needed for a specific situation,
they must be turned in to the health officer. Examples of
a specific situation medication would be an epi-pen or
inhaler.

❖ Hygiene products-Toothbrush/Toothpaste/Floss, ETC.
Deodorant is also essential. A scout is CLEAN.
Anything that you use daily to keep yourself clean that
is not related to showering

❖ Shower Gear - Shampoo, Conditioner, Body Wash, ETC.
Anything you use in the shower daily. Shower Towel
(Recommend 2), FLIP FLOPS or some sort of shower
shoe, ETC. A bag of some sort (If needed) to carry all
your items to the shower.

❖ Sleeping Bag/Pillow/Blanket/Bedding - Anything that
helps you sleep comfortably.


